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Shortcomings ere found in certaiu data systems used y
the Federal Power Coarission (FPC) and the Federal Energy
Administration (A) in anaging natural gas and propane
supplies during times of shortages. Although the
responsibilities of these agencies have been consolidated in the
Departseat of Energy (DOE), their data srstems and rrocessing
methodclogy cont4.nae to be used by DOE. If DOE continues to rely
or essentially the same systems sed by the FPC. and FEL, DOE
personnel ill continue to hae incomplete and dated iformatioL
as the basis for their fuel ruppy projecaions an1i dec.f sions.
DOE anagers could draw er7olveous conclusions as 'o th, everitf
of the fuel situation by usinl such information. his culd lead
to either costly fuel inventoly buildups and the installation of
unneeded alternate fuel capab.lity or an unpreparedness for
shortages that could result ia plant closures and unemploy dent.
To ore effectively anage the natural gas and alternate fuel
progr. s and enhance short-term decisionakiing, the data
collection system should be iproved to povide adequate and
timely data on: natural gas del4Torieso eergency gas supplies,
and underground gas storage on a piueline or distribution
system; the potential economic ipact and the volume of gas by
end-use priority that is being served in each State, the
location of the supplies, the ability of a transportation system
to deli.ver the supplies, and the conomic ipact of propane
shortages. (R.S)
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The onorable
The Secretary of Energy

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The eneral Accounting Office found shortcomings in
certain dta systems used by the Federal Power Commission
(FPC) and the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) in managing
natural gas and propane supplies during times of shortage.
On Octcber 1, 1977, the responsicilities of these two agen-
cies as they relate to natural gas regulation, propane ao--
cation, monitoring activities, and data coilaction were
transferred to the Federal Energy egulatory Commission, the
Economic Regulatory Aministration, and the Energy Informa-
tion Administration--all within the Department of Energy
(DOE). The data systems and the processing methndology used
before October 1, 1977, however, continue to e used by DOE.

FPC and FEA established a series of data forms through
which information on natural gas and propane is obtained.
The agencies require suppliers, ipeline companies, distrib-
utors, and other participants in the natural gas and propane
systems to submi detailed statistics n such items as fuel
supplies, storage volumes, jin-entory levels, deliveries and
curtailments, surplus stocks, imports, and production. This
statistical data covers both actual and estimated volumes of
natural gas, propane, and nonregulated alternative fuels.

We found deficiencies in this data and in the processing
procedures used that need to be corrected if DOE is to more
effectively manage the natural gas and propane allocation
programs and enhance short-term decisionmaking. Some of
these problem areas are (1) lengthy processing times whf'n
tend t diminish the usefulness of certain data for dec. io.n-
making purposes, (2) incomplete data submitted to the agen-
cies which can lead to faulty conclusions or require exten-
sive followup efforts to obtain the required data, and ('
the collection of data which serves no useful urpose but
which affects processing time aversely.
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We have provided more details concerning these problem

areas in the following sections.

USEFULNESS OF DATA ADVERSELY AFFECTED
BY LACK OF TMELINESS

FEA's failure to collect and process natural gas cr-

tailment and iternate fuel data in a timely manner dimin-

ished the ability of both FEA and FPC personnel to assess

and respond to fuel shortages. Officials of both agencies

stated that fuel managers needed reports of alternative fuel

demand resulting from gas curtailments projected for the

1977-78 winter by July 1977 so they could be analyzed before

tr.~ heating season. The required data proce ing was not

completed, however, until October 1977--nearly 5 months after

the data had initially beer received and 3 months after it

was needed. This delay left little time for the staff to

(1) assess the potential impact of gas shortages or (2) om-

plete any remedial actions needed prior to the start of the

winter heating season in November.

In July 1977 FPC held special hearings with selected
pipeline companies to evaluave the impact of projected nat-

ural gas curtailments. The data FEA collected would have

been useful for the hearings, but even preliminary summaries

were not available to FPC until August. A comparison of the
FEA data--when it was finally made &avilable--and the pipe-

line company information obtained in the hearings raised

questions as to the likely impact of further ga- curtail-
ments. As a result FPC held additional heirings in Octobez

with selected pipeline companies to obtain a broader perspec-

tive of -le potenLial impact of expected curtailments. Un-
fortunately, hearings held this late again left little time

to assess the data and initiate actions required to minimrize

projected economic impacts for the coming winter. Although

some preliminary reports were available earlier, the final
summaries from these forms were not completed until Octo--

ber 15, 1977.

FEA officials attributed processing delays to several

factors. One of the principal forms was changed between re-

porting periods. A contract data processing firm handling

the incoming forms was changed, requiring revised computer

programs. The primary factor, however, was the inadequacy

of the data returned by ti.e survey respondents. The forms

used to collect data on natural gas and alternate fuels were

sent to 1,700 companies and municipalities during April 1377.
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When the forms were returned to FEA in May 1977, approximately
75 percent required some followup. Generally, either the
forms were not completely filled out or the data reported
was inconsistent. Before the data could be processed, indi-
vidual companies had to be contacted to obtain the proper
data. In some cases large consumers that had been requested
to report refused to provide any data and FEA had to contact
:heir suppliers, asking them for estimates of end-user con-
;umption.

The propane data summaries were also of little use in
identifying the availability of propane to help cope with nat-
ural gas curtailments. FEA collected monthly data on most
aspects of the propane industry, including inventory aihd
storage levels, production, supply and demand, and imports
aid exports. The reports contained varying combinations of
actual volumes for the prior month, current month estimated
volumes, and projected volumes for the succeeding month. The
data is usually not available for staff analysis and review,
however, unt.l i to 3 months after it is received. The use-
flness of he data at that time is questionable. One FEA
official said that certain propane summaries are of no use in
projecting areas of propane shortage because of tbs time lag.
Another PEA official told us that the monthly reports submit-
tad by prime suppliers, showing actual and estimated deliv-
eries into a State, were not timely enough for emergency de-
cisions.

The propane data collected would have been useful to
FEA officials during critical periods of the 1976-77 winter
if it had been more timely. We found that one FEA regional
administrator stopped rocessing all requests for propane
for industrial use in January and February 1977, authoriz-
ing only enough deliveries to protect industrial plants from
cold weather damage. The administrator male the decision be-
cause he was not certain that pronane supplis in the region
were sufficient to serve both industrial and residential con-
suners. The administrator sid it would have been very helpful
during the crisis to have known the regional propane inven-
tory levels.

Another regional official said he fuel supply problem
wa:; compounded by the lack of detai_::d data on ava.lable sup-
pl.Les of alternate fuels. The regional staff had some co.-
tact with propane suppliers during the critical 4- to 6-week
period of cold weather from Janiuary to February 1977, but
this contact was mostly informal.
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INCOMPLETE DATA ADVERSELf AFFECTS
FUEL SUPPLY PROJECTIONS

Data submitted to FPC and FEA by industry respondents
was found to be incomplete in that all relevent data was not
included and, in some cases, appeared to be incorrectly
stated. This raises questions about the reliability of such

data for use by agency personnel. Much of this data is used
to develop projections of fuel availability ;nich are issued
to the public in news releases and agency staff analyses.

In addition to the lack of complete data on the forms
submitted to FEA by natural gas and propane company respond-
ents and the resultant processing problems, we found that
data collected by FPC and FEA to project the uantities of
natural gas available for winter delivery by individual pipe-
line companies and distributors was incomplete. This data
did not include all planned purchases of emergency gas and
did not identify the gas owned by customers but stored by
their suppliers. This reporting methodology tends to under-
state supply projections for companies that reiv on emergency
purchases to reduce the impact of curtailments. For example,
one interstate pipeline which did not include emergency gas
in its supply rojections purchased about 45 billion cubic
feet of emerency gas last winter--about 40 percent of all
emergency gas purchased by all interstate pipeline companies.
The company excluded emergency purchases because it could not
project volumes for the winter of 1977-78 although some ver-
bal agreements had been made. Another pipeline company did
not include emergency purchases because it is acting only as
an aaent for its distributor and, therefore, the purchases
are not included as an increase in ipdeline supply.

A related problem concerns the publicly released comDar-
ison of projected natural gas deliveries for a forthcoming
winter heating season with the past winter period. Actual
deliveries for the prior period usually include total volumes,
including gas purchased Lnder emergency provisions. Projected
deliveries, however represent only contractural system sun-
ply volumes. For the 1977-78 winter period, for example,
FPC projected deliveries would be about 170 bilion cubic
feet less than actual deliveries during the 1976-77 winter.

The actual volumes delivered included extensive Purchases of
emergency gas which nither will not be required during the
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1977-78 winter or, if they are needed, will probably be
available to the interstate gas system. As a result, the
projected curtailments caused by reduced deliveries may
be considerably overstated and could lead to undue concern
over the potential economic impact.

The data submitted on storaae report forms is also not
adequate to accurately assess the total supply available to a
pipeline system because customer-owned gas is not separately
reported. Customer-owned gas is, instead, aggregated with
gas stored for other companies by responding pipeline compa-
nits. As a result, customer-owned gas, which augments a sup-
plier's own system gas, cannot be readily considered when
assessing potential curtailment effects. Although the effects
would be minimal when assessing total supplies and curtail-
ments, the supply situation for individual systems could be
seriously misrepresented when total available gas storage vol-
umes are not clearly identified.

We noted that certain data submitted on monthly reports
appears to be incorrectly stated, with companies carrying
"estimated" volunies for the current month over to the next
month's "actual" column even though they may not actually be
the same amounts. We also noted that not all respondents
report every month, mKing trend analyses difficult for se-
cific companies and understating aggregate totals. An agency
cfficial told us that although prior compliance problems had
teen corrected, only about half the companies respond on time.
This fact may account for variations in the companies shown
on the monthly computer summa:ies.

DOE NEEDS TO BETTER IDENTIFY
iTS DATA REQUIREMENTS

DOE has not fully evaluated itF data requirements and
still collects large amounts of natural gas and propane data
on a continuing basis. This data collection is being done
even though it is questionable whether the data (1) provides
the required information, (2) needs to be collected in detail
and as frequently as is now required, and (3)' is even used.

Information required for short-term decisionmaking in
critical supply situations is not generally available from
the regular data collection system because either the timinc
of the reports is not right or the data processing is too slow.
The necessary emergency data is obtained by the agencies
through monitoring systems which rely on telephone contacts
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to obtain current data from companies indicating potential
problems during the critical winrer season. This system
probably provides che best immediate solution to obtaining
the timely, specific information needed during such emer-
gency periods. If use of this system is continued, the ormal
data collection system could possibly be modified to reduce
the detail requested on the forms, particularly the projected
volumes of fuel.

The agencies have not been able to assess the potential
economic impact of shortages from the data submitted on the
various forms. The usual procedure to obtain this assess-
ment has been for PC to schedule hearings for selected pipe-
line companies that appeared to have potentially troublesome
curtailments. During these hearings, an economic impact
assessment for the pipeline companies' service areas would be
determined. Since the statistical indications of shortages
need to be tied to their potential economic impact, we believe
it important that such impact assessments be a part of future
data requirements.

There is presently no reliable data available from the
agencies on the demand for fuel by priority of use, although
the forms used jointly by FPC and FEA to collect data on nat-
ural gas deliveries and alternate fuel use request this in-
formation. Consumers with multiple uses, however, either re-
cord only the hi.ghest priority of use category, which distorts
aggregate totals, cr record a zero, which indicates the fuel
is used for more than one application but provides no indica-
tion as to priority of use. Until respondents comply with the
requirement to designate fuel sage by priority, the agencies
have no way of summarizing this data into a useful format.

Much of the data collected is tabulated monthly and shows
both actual fuel volumes for prior months and estimated vol-
umes expected to be produced or used in the current and/or
succeeding months. Data forms are filed at various time in-
tervals--bieekly, monthly, semiannually, and annually--and
the data is used for many purposes. Some of the data, for
example, is simply aggregated and used for public informa-
tion. It should not be necessary to collect the detailed
data presently required for these aggregated totals. In
addition, data used for trend analysis does not have to be
as timely as projected data used for identifying possible
supply problems. To combine this data on a single form foc
simultaneous processing appears to be unnecessary. Further-
more, combining data can result in unusable estimates because
processing the combined data is too time consuming.
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In addition to the other problems noted, FPC is receiving
one form that apparently serves no useful purpose. FPC's
Form 17 was initiated in 1972 to collect monthly data on nat-
ural gas curtailments. The form is filed voluntarily by pipe-
lines curtailing natural gas service to their customers. At
the present time about 29 of the 119 interstate pipeline com-
panies report. FPC pointed out the usefulness of the data in
providing current information on gas shortages for individual
pipeline customers. Since shortages are not reported until as
many as 45 days after the fact, we question the usefulness of
this data for the stated purpose. FPC officials that would
have need of the information told us the data had not really
served any useful purpose, and FPC had considered dropping the
form. o date no decision has been made on this matter.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We believe that DOE needs to develop a better approach
to its data collection activities than was used by FPC and
FEA. If DOE continues to rely on essentially the same sys-
tem that was used by these agencies, DOE personnel will con-
tinue to have incomplete and dated information as the basis
for their fuel supply projections and decision3. DOE managers
could draw erroneous conclusions as to the severity of the
fuel situation by using such information. This can lead to
either costly fuel inventory build-ups and the installation
of unneeded alternate fuel capability by industrial consumers
or an unpreparedness for shortages that could result in plant
closures and unemployment.

With respect to natural gas and propane, DOE has respon-
sibilities in three general areas--regulatory, energy over-
sight and information, and emergency situations. Each of
these areas has specific data requirements in terms of geo-
graphic coverage, timeliness, comprehensiveness, and accuracy.
These needs should serve as the base criteria for any revi-
sion i- the data collection system transferred to DOE and for
initiating action to collect and process the data into a
usable format.

We believe that as DOE reassesses its data collection
system, it must consider the needs of its managers, its pub-
lic information responsibility, its regulatory functions, its
processing capability, and the ability of the gas industry to
respond in a timely manner to data requests. It should also
consider the data problems that were pointed out in a 1976
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Arthur Young & Company study 1/ on propane data--some of
which continue to exist. We also believe that every effort
should be made to utilize exception-type reporting, obtaining
only the minimum data required for good management. The tele-

phone monitoring system currently being used to keep abreast
of winter heating season fuel conditions is a good example of
what can be done in this regard. DOE should also carefully
consider the trade-offs between the need for detailed data,
the ability of respondents to adequately meet the need, and
the processing time required to make the information useful.
The present data forms need to be examined in terms of their
usefulness to management. Unneeded data requirements should
be terminated.

To more effectively manage the natural gas and alternate

fuel programs and enhance short-term decisionmaking, we rec-
ommend that the data collection system be improved so that it
will provide adequate and timely data on:

-- Natural gas deliveries, emergency gas supplies, and
underground gas storage on a pipeline or distribution
system. As a minimum DOE should (1) insure that ac-
tual ad projected gas deliveries are as complete as
possible, (2) provide valid comparisons of natural gas
deliveries of past and future peliods, and (3) revise
the gas storage forms to accurately reflect storaae
balances available to each individual pipeline for
meeting peak demands.

-- The potential economic impact, includirg the number
and location of small and large consumers tha: may
have to close their plants, and the volume of gas by
end-use priority that is being served in each State.

--Propane demand and supplies, the location of the sup-
plies, the ability of a transportation systen. to de-
lier the supplies, and the economic impact of propane
shortages.

We also recommend that all current data forms be re-
viewed to eliminate al unnecessary data elements, including
entire forms if appropriate.

l/"Feasibility Analysis For The Corsolidation of FEA Forms
100A, 103B, and FEO 1000, Draft Final Report," Arthur Young
s Company, November 12, 1976.
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We informally discussed the general contents of this
letter with DE personnel. They said that DOE is pesertly
attempting to (1) examine the data systems in use by agencies
incorporated into DOE and (2) identify what types of informa-
tion are needed. Their other comments were considered and
incorporated into the report as deemed appropriate.

We appreciate the cooperation received during this
assessment and would appreciate being informed of actions
planned on our recommendations. We would be glad to discuss
this report with you or your staff.

Copies of this report are being ent to the Senate Com-
mittee on Governmental Affairs; the House ,,;.ttee on Govern-
ment Operations; the House Committee on Appropriations; the
Serate Subcommittee on Public Works, Committee on Appropria-
tions; and other interested Members oi Congress.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorcaniza-
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency ub-
mit a written statement on actions taken on our recommer. ions
to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House
Committee on Government Operations not later than 60 days
after the date of the report and to the House and Senate Com-
mittees on Appropriations with th(! agency's first request for
appropriations made more than 6C days after the date of the
report.

Sincerely yours,

Monte Canfield, Jr.
Director
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